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From Reader Review ???????? 63 [Fear? Teiru 63] for online ebook

Ren says

This is the end of the series. Overall, it wasn't my favorite book in the series.

How that defeated Zeref made sense, and would be the only real solution. I don't know why every character
was surprised with Acnologia wasn't truly dead. He is a Dragon Slayer. What has every other Dragon Slayer
done when they are in a bind? Why wouldn't he do the same thing?

After Acnologia was defeated, it jumps one last time into the future. Just a year later. Lucy is the narrator for
the last chapter. She tells us about what has been happening to some characters in the year jump. She
mentions how some characters are still not together but are closer. Like Gray and Juvia, or Elfman and Ever.
I kind of was having high hopes that they would be a couple at the end of this, but oh well.

The last five pages, you are back in Lucy's room with Natus waiting for her, so they can go on a quest again.
And the only reason I am mentioning this is that Natus is missing his scar on his cheek. He has had this scar
for 3 or 4 books now at least. I don't seem him ever going to Wendy and asking her to get rid of it. So why is
it gone? I almost feel like we went back 10 to 15 years instead of going a year into the future. Just because of
how he looks.

Mandy says

It has taken me just over a year to finish this series, but I did it yesterday. Woot for me!

Anyway, I will attempt to write a series review.

It starts out simple enough with the introduction of Lucy and her want of being a Fairy Tail. And the rest of
the beginning books introduce the various character of said guild.

As we continue on we find out Loke is a celestial being, Laxus is a dragon slayer, and Mystogen is a person
from Erza's past. When we read about the first big adventure with Grey, Lucy, and Natsu it is the very first
arc that will travel throughout the series.

The mention of demons and the books of Zeref will transverse the series and will get more prevalent as we
continue.

There are moments when guilds face off and hold grudges, either true or preceded, and they fight with Natsu
or some other character. And many times they are defeated and become members of Fairy Tail. Example,
Juvia.

There are more dragon slayers introduced and many start out as enemies but turn into friends. There are dark
guilds and more back stories that go with them. There are moments of crossing over to another world, time
travel, and even changing the future by warning people in the present.

There are extreme fights between oop characters, lots of them, lots and lots of them. And our dashing heroes



win the day mainly.

There are three time jumps. Seven freaking years. Dude, so not cool. It happens around book 38, I think. I
hate things like that. It harsher my mellow and it took me a while to get back into the series.

The latter half of the series is all about Zeref and Mavis, the first master of Fairy Tail. It builds up as Zefef's
demons are unleashed. Until the big show down at the end where we get the final character back ground
story of Ezra and her true beginnings.

The last few books are the epic fight between Zeref's country and the wizarding guilds. It end with the
contradiction of love and a curse.

Despite the moments of pervy moments where Lucy and a few other characters clothes are ripped off from
battle or other various causes, which was a bit much. But Lucy never dressed in clothes fit for fighting
anyway. Always skimoy outfits. And Grey taking off his clothes.

All in all, it was a fun series, and one I would read again. For now, I have the side stories that I can read and
then go on to the next huge series.

glitch ✧ says

UGHHHHBHVHUVBUYCCYUVB
IM SO MADDDDD, WHY DOSENT MY OTP KISSSSSSSMXNKSNXBXJAKZNBXJSKSB.
LEVY AND GAJEEL ARE BOUT TO MAKE BABIES WHEN NATSU IS HIS CLUELESS ADORABLE
SELF AND DOSENT KISS LUCYYYYYY. IM CRYING BECAUSE THE ENDING WAS SO SWEET
BUT IM SO DISAPPOINTED. AND I CANT HANDLE THE ZEREF CUTNESSSSS. UGH I LOVE
FAIRYTAIL BUT JUST
WHYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYTNUBUCHCUVTUBUX.
I'm really passionate about Fairytail, I'm so upset. I had so many ideas of the endings and all of them were
with my ships sailing. BUT MY NUMBER ONE SHIP IS THE ONLY ONE THAT HAS MADE
ABSOLUTE NO PROGRESS AT ALL
*flips table* GAHHHGHVUYCUVBU

Christina says

Final volume--I'm rating the series (I'd give this volume a 4). Really enjoyed this series, though I watched the
anime version for most of it, which seemed quite faithful to the manga. By the end, there were so many
characters it was hard to remember them all, but Mashima did an impressive job of giving each a distinct
personality and visual look. The series combines adventure, action, humor, and a dash of romance.
This is one of the few shonen manga series I've actually enjoyed. I think because while the drawing style is
sexy, like many shonen series (and American super hero comics, for that matter), there are many strong
female characters with well-developed characterization.
The series primarily consisted of long story arcs extending over a number of volumes where there are a lot of
battles between the main characters and a newly-introduced group of villains. I'll admit, the battles
sometimes got a bit tedious (I have the same reaction with super hero movie battles), but that's part of the



genre. My favorite chapters/episodes tended to be the single-chapter/episode adventures or stories between
the longer arcs. They tended to be lighter in tone, and showed the everyday camaraderie of these likable the
characters.
In the afterword, Mashima left the door open to create a spin-off series, either himself or by another
author/artist. He ended it, after an impressive 63 volumes, to write a new series. And the ultimate battle and
resolution did seem a fitting end to the series.

Apple says

All 545 chapters for this ending, which is expected of Mashima but please... Too much "nakama" and
friendship bullshit. I know it's necessary BUT IT'S STILL TOO MUCH. Other than that, it's not too bad?
Character development could be improved and some characters need more panel time.

I like Gajeel a lot, for a dragon slayer that appeared before Wendy, he sure got a lot of panel time... (Note the
sarcasm). Gray is really cool too, he's on par with Natsu except he gets so little panel time as well when he
fights. I don't know if that makes him OP or just to place emphasis on Natsu.

Oh, Mavis and Zeref's death was pathetic, and of course Makarov is alive. How? Gray never really gave a
"proper" answer, not one that I counted as proper anyways... They also managed to defeat Acnologia in less
than a chapter, when it took the rest of the world like, 400 years? Or what and they still couldn't defeat him.

I guess Fairy Tail isn't too bad? I mean, maybe the anime is probably better so I've heard, and since I've had
such high expectations for it I guess I'm just a bit disappointed.

Audray says

Y'know that feeling you get when you finish an awesome book and you get sad because you finished it, but
at the same time, you're happy because the characters got their good endings?

Yup, this book gave me that feeling and I'm 120% satisfied. Thank you Hiro-sama for making this amazing
series T_T

(P.S. Did anyone else notice that Zeref's "wings" kind of looked like the wings on Fairy Sphere?)

Fairytaillover22 says

[
Warning: I get very cheesy and sentimental towards the end of

Doc says

It is the final showdown and time for the Fairy Tail Guild to shine its brightest as they see a seemingly



unwinnable battle on multiple fronts comes to an end. Two volumes ago I was dreading that this would be a
rushed ending and although it might have been a bit lacking in the cost to win (sacrifices were made earlier
in the story but don't worry magic will save the day) I was still happy with how the story unfolded and could
lead to either fan created scenarios or possible spin off series in the future by the end. Some questions are
answered and others are still left to be debated by the fans but in the end this series has had a good run and
can be heralded as one of the funnest series I have ever read.

By the way, at the very end of the book talking about if fairies have tails or not and the importance of friends
you love got me a little emotional. How about everyone else? Maybe I'm just a softy watching the crew
marching into the future.

One of my favorite moments of the series is after the final fight and we get a chance to meet Mio and Alios
for the first time to the shock of the guild. I am not sure why or how they came to be but once agains magic
is a mysterious and often times mighty things. :)

Paula says

So sad to see this manga end. Loved it❤?

Alisha Tarran says

This is it you guys, this is the final freaking volume of Fairy Tail. I so wasn't ready for it, I got back from my
vacation and it was sitting in the pile of post I had, and I just opened it and stared at it for a good few minutes
because you know...so not ready! The cover hit me in the feels and made me come over all nostalgic and the
chapter art gave me so much nostalgia too!

After mentally preparing myself for one of my favourite series ever coming to an end, I finally started to read
it and oh my God. Mavis hit me in the feels right from the start and there's a blissful moment when all seems
well....before it all comes crashing down. Like I was thinking 'okay, but this is all kind of convenient' and it
was like I could hear Mashima's evil laughter before he was like "SURPRISE B****".

This volume, it's the dragon slayers time to shine, and there's so much action packed in to this volume! But
not just the slayers, everyone gets to have their moment in the spotlight, and their moment to be a badass too!

Everything ends happily, and for those that ship certain characters....while some things could be seen to be a
bit ambiguous, there are some ships that are quite clearly sailing....finally. I loved getting a glimpse in to the
characters lives since the final battle and it really rounded everything out and wrapped it all up and made me
so emotional. It's really the perfect blend of action, and heartwarming moments...something to be expected
from Fairy Tail.

There's plenty of nostalgia to be had thanks to Lucy and I totally got a bit choked up reading this final
volume, I'm not going to lie. I don't think I'll ever be ready for this to be over, like I've still got the anime and
the spin off series but still! I'm just sad there won't be any new Fairy Tail adventures but I have to say...the
series has come to a truly fitting end, I loved the final couple of pages so much!



Maia says

It's over! ? ? ? ?

I love them all so much! ? ❤?❤?❤??

Martina Fuchs says

I... i can't believe Fairy Tail is over. SO MANY FEELINGS
After 11 years, the manga has reached it's end. I just want to thank Mashima for this amazing adventure.
I really loved it and I hope we can see a little more again someday.

"We will be together forever from now on." I SCREAMED.

Valerie Jaye says

It was honestly so sad for me to see this manga decline as low as it did. The final arc was dragged on for like
two years with nothing more than crappy and repetitive fights against boring enemies, the gross and
unnecessary fan service, and the completely predictable "plot twists". All that to have it end in a super happy
ending, where Team Natsu walks off into the sunset as if what they had been through hadn't been
traumatizing and everything's okay like it was at the very beginning of the manga. It was a shitty final arc
and a shitty ending. And I'm pissed at it because I love the characters so much and the manga was so, so
great until the last two arcs. It was just very disappointing and sad to see this story being finished so
carelessly.

Katelin says

It's so sad that Fairy Tail has ended :(. There are many still unanswered questions like do they find
Aquarius's Key? Do Jellal and Erza end up getting together? Will Mavis and Zeref remember what happened
to them? Do Natsu and Lucy end up together? Will Mystogan and the people from Edolas ever end up in
Fiore and see their friends / friends that they made again?

It was one of the best manga series I've read and I have grown to love the Fairy Tail Guild with all the action,
adventure and trouble they get into. Especially when Natsu destroys the Guild Hall and gets fired up over the
small and very funny things.

I do hope that there will be more Fairy Tail Adventures that do come like when all the Dragon Slayers were
together and Anna was their teacher and how they all met. Before Natsu and his parents died what it may
have been like with Natsu and Zeref and the adventures that they would have had.

This series the Fairy Tail Guild will always be with me and when I was reading the series I felt like I was a



member of the guild and that I was with them on these adventures.

Now I will go back to the beginning and re-read the whole series again and fall in love with the characters
and the guild all over again.

Thank you very much Hiro Mashima for creating one of my most favourite series that in time I will pass
onto my children to read and become a part of one of the most beautiful places in the world. Magnolia the
current home of the Fairy Tail Guild.

Doremili says

Estoy borrachisíma de tanto Fairy Tail.

Pero lo voy a extrañar muchísimo!!

ME hizo reír, emocionar, llorar (muchas veces de a gratis) Querer a todos y a cada uno de sus personajes y
por dios que quisiera mas, yo los leería siempre, no sé que planes tenga Mashima Sensei para el futuro, pero
nos regalo una historia increíble, y lo que siempre le voy a agradecer fue hacer algo que ningún otro Shonen
que he visto ha hecho, (y hago énfasis en "he visto") fue darle a un personaje femenino el poder de un
protagonista de Shonen, darles la oportunidad a ella no solo de salvar a sus amigos, sino salvar el día, y no
hablo solo de Erza, fueron muchas las mujeres poderosas en esta serie, hasta Lucy que de ser la mas inútil de
todas termino con un poder increíble. Dios como los voy a extrañar. Era tanto la fuerza de esta serie que uno
terminaba los tomos llena de energía. Pero en fin, adiós al concepto de gremios, adiós a mis Dragones
Slayers, Adiós a la panda de borrachos divertidos, adiós a las Bubies enormes y los sostenes que nunca
lograban contenerlo todo, ADIÓS CARAJO Y OJALA VOLVIERAN!!


